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Abstract: Delirium is a change in mental status characterized by a reduced awareness of the environment and a disturbance in attention. Pathogenesis: The underlying mechanisms contributing to delirium are poorly understood. Risk factors for delirium: The following are risk factors which are associated with an increased risk of delirium: Age ≥65 years, Male sex, Pre-existing cognitive deficit, e.g. dementia, stroke, Severity of dementia, Severe comorbidity etc. Medical management: Using drugs to treat delirium can lead to adverse effects and worsening of delirium; therefore, careful consideration is required.
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1. Introduction

Delirium is well defined and is described in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders fourth edition (DSM-IV-TR). The key characteristics are a change in mental status characterized by a reduced awareness of the environment and a disturbance in attention. This may be accompanied by other, more florid, perceptual symptoms (hallucinations) or cognitive symptoms including disorientation or temporary memory dysfunction. The patient may express hypoactive, hyperactive, or mixed psychomotor behaviours. Several tests have been developed and validated for use in diagnosis and grading of delirium. Delirium is a clinical syndrome which is difficult to define exactly but involves abnormalities of thought, perception and levels of awareness. Delirium is a frequent post operative disorder to the sick and elderly, and always has been associated with extent of day stay in hospital, and certainly more cost for the hospital as well. It typically is of acute onset and intermittent. Both hypoactive and hyperactive delirium states are recognized and often patients exhibit features of both. Patients may appear confused or “not with it” when talking to them. Alternatively, it may be their family or carer noticing the confusion. Delirium is the most common complication of hospitalisation in the elderly population. Delirium occurs in about 15-20% of all general admissions to hospital. The prevalence is higher in patients with malignancy and HIV.

Pathogenesis: These models, along with clinical studies of drugs with “anticholinergic activity” have contributed to a hypocholinergic theory of delirium.2
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Figure 1: Relationships between various etiological factors in delirium. Systemic inflammation can be the result of systemic infection, trauma or surgery. Neurotransmitters with possible roles in delirium include acetylcholine, dopamine, 5-hydroxytryptamine, norepinephrine
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The underlying mechanisms contributing to delirium are poorly understood. Many theories emphasize aberrant neurotransmission. One of the most widely accepted mechanisms is cholinergic deficiency; increased serum anticholinergic activity is associated with delirium. Other hypotheses invoke abnormalities in melatonin and serotonin with abnormal tryptophan metabolism unifying these ideas because tryptophan is a Neuronal damage is an alternative explanation, secondary either to oxidative stress or inflammation. Proinflammatory cytokines increase in postoperative delirium, especially interleukin-6 and interleukin-8. In addition, elevations in C-reactive protein occur in delirious patients. A link between inflammation and neurotransmission has been proposed, with inflammation-induced perivascular edema leading to hypoxia and subsequent reduced synthesis of acetylcholine. It is generally thought that delirium represents global brain dysfunction. Electroencephalographic findings reveal a decrease in the fast alpha frequencies and an increase in the slower theta rhythm. In hypoactive delirium, hypoperfusion occurs globally in the frontal, temporal, and occipital lobes, and focally in the caudate, thalamus, and lenticular nuclei. Delirium improves once blood flow returns to normal, suggesting that cerebral hypoperfusion may play a role.

Risk factors for delirium

The following are risk factors which are associated with an increased risk of delirium:
Age ≥65 years
Male sex
Pre-existing cognitive deficit, e.g. dementia, stroke. Severity of dementia. Severe comorbidity. Previous episode of delirium. Operative factors, e.g. type of operation - hip fracture repairs are more likely to be associated with delirium, as are emergency operations. Certain conditions - burns, AIDS, fractures, infection, low albumin, dehydration. Current hip fracture or severe illness. Drug use (implicated in nearly half of cases) and dependence, e.g. benzodiazepines. Substance misuse, e.g. alcohol. Extremes of sensory experience, e.g. hypothermia or hyperthermia. Visual or hearing problems. Poor mobility. Social isolation. Stress. Terminally ill. Movement to a new environment. ICU admission. High serum urea levels have also been found to be a risk factor for delirium in acutely admitted patients in one prospective study. Usually a precipitant is required along with risk factors for delirium to occur. Further, the presence of a greater number of risk factors to begin with means that only a small precipitant is necessary to trigger delirium.

Causes of delirium


Surgical: Postoperative.

Toxic substances

Substance misuse or withdrawal. Alcohol - acute intoxication or withdrawal. Carbon monoxide (CO) poisoning. Exposure to heavy metals. Barbiturate withdrawal.


Metabolic causes: Hypoxia. Electrolyte abnormalities, e.g. hyponatraemia and hypercalcaemia. Hypoglycaemia or hyperglycaemia. Hepatic impairment. Renal impairment.


Trauma: Head injury.

Epilepsy: For example, postictically.


Others: Urinary retention. Faecal impaction.

Multiple aetiology.

Unknown aetiology.

The most common causes are medical conditions such as infections, medications or drug withdrawal. The diagnosis of delirium is clinical. The following features may be present: Usually acute or subacute presentation. Fluctuating course. Consciousness is clouded/impaired cognition/disorientation. Poor concentration. Memory deficits - predominantly poor short-term memory. Abnormalities of sleep-wake cycle, including sleeping in the day. Abnormalities of perception, e.g. hallucinations or illusions. Agitation. Emotional lability. Psychotic ideas are common but of short duration and of simple content. Neurological signs, e.g. unsteady gait and tremor. Only some of these symptoms may be present. The symptoms may coincide with underlying dementia - which is common. The diagnosis is still clinical and criteria are set out by the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-IV) as illustrated in the next section.

**DSM diagnosis of delirium due to a medical condition**

Disturbance of consciousness with decreased clarity of awareness and difficulties of attention. Change in cognition, e.g. memory deficit and disorientation or presence of perceptual abnormalities. These changes are not the result of previous or evolving dementia. The disturbance develops over a short period of time and fluctuates. There is evidence that the disturbance is the result of a general medical condition.

Subtypes of delirium

- **Hypactive subtype** - apathy and quiet confusion are present and easily missed. This type can be confused with depression. **Hyperactive subtype** - agitation, delusions and disorientation are prominent and it can be confused with schizophrenia. **Mixed subtype** - patients vary from hypactive to hyperactive. Assessment: Check: Airway/breathing/circulation. Conscious level. Vital signs, e.g. pulse oximetry, pulse, blood pressure, temperature. Capillary blood glucose. Full cardiovascular and respiratory examination. Full abdominal and genitourinary examination, if appropriate. Full neurological examination. Further examination depending on the suspected problem, e.g. ENT or rectal examination.

Differential diagnosis

Delirium is commonly mistaken for the following diagnoses: Dementia, Depression Bipolar Disorder. Functional psychoses, e.g. Schizophrenia.

Investigations: These should be guided by the clinical presentation and are aimed at identifying an underlying cause of the delirium. Typical investigations that can be performed include:

- Full history, including collateral history and cognition testing, e.g. mini mental state examination. Full examination - look for sources of infection, including the ears and throat; look for rashes, lymphadenopathy and check for constipation. Bloods - include FBC, U&Es and creatinine, glucose, calcium, magnesium, LFTs, TFTs, cardiac enzymes, vitamin B12 levels, syphilis serology, autoantibody screen and PSA. Creatinine is vital to obtain an estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR), as this may indicate impaired renal function and affect the handling of medications, and may predispose to drug-induced delirium. Urine dipstick testing and microscopy. Blood cultures and serology, if indicated. ECG. Pulse oximetry and arterial blood gas, if indicated. CXR and possibly abdominal X ray, if indicated. Further imaging, e.g. CT scan of the brain. Lumbar puncture may be necessary. EEG - this is usually only performed if there is doubt regarding the diagnosis, and shows generalised diffuse slowing in 80% of delirious patients.

Management

- **A note on managing wandering**

The delirious patient may have a tendency to wander. It is common to think of restraining and/or sedating the patient in these circumstances. However, this may only worsen the
situation. The management should aim to keep the patient safe using the least restrictive management, e.g. think of causes of agitation or wandering (e.g. need for toilet). These causes should be rectified; if this is not possible, using distraction may help. Relatives may be helpful in this scenario.

**Medical management**

Using drugs to treat delirium can lead to adverse effects and worsening of delirium; therefore, careful consideration is required. Antipsychotics have beneficial effects in selected patients who are agitated and their onset is relatively fast. Haloperidol is preferred, although there is a risk of extrapyramidal side-effects (EPS). Small doses should be used, e.g. 0.5-2.0 mg PO/IM/IV. It may be appropriate to consider a lower dose in elderly patients, e.g. 0.5 mg. This can be repeated after 30 minutes if there is no response. Lorazepam is generally the first choice of benzodiazepines, as it has a rapid onset of action and a short duration. Lorazepam can be used alone or with low doses of haloperidol if there are concerns regarding EPS, e.g. Parkinson’s disease or Lewy body dementia. A starting dose of 0.5-1 mg PO can be given 2-hourly or 0.5-1 mg IV/IM (both to a maximum of 3 mg in a 24-hour period). Atypical antipsychotics have also been used; however, olanzapine and risperidone should be avoided in the elderly, as they have been associated with an increased risk of cerebrovascular disease.

Drug-induced delirium is very common amongst the elderly. Drugs can be the sole cause of delirium in some. Common drug causes of delirium include: Benzodiazepines. Narcotic analgesics, antihistamines. Antispasmodics. Flouroquinolones. Steroids. Digoxin. Lithium. Tricyclic antidepressants. Cimetidine. Anti-arrhythmics. Statins. Furosemide. Lithium. Tricyclic antidepressants. Cimetidine. Benzodiazepines. Betablockers. Over-the-counter medications, e.g. liquid medications containing alcohol or chlorphenamine. The use of medications containing alcohol or chlorphenamine. The role of medications may be suggested by a temporal relationship between onset of delirium and start of new medication. However, this is not always the case and practitioners need to be aware of this. Medication lists should be thoroughly reviewed in delirium. The exact mechanism of delirium is unclear but it is postulated that central cholinergic pathway blockade is a major factor. This may explain why anticholinergic medications readily lead to delirious states. It may be that this factor along with the pharmacokinetic changes that occur later in life and comorbidities increase the susceptibility of elderly patients to drug-induced delirium. Management involves stopping the offending drug; however, the actual causal medication is often unknown. In this case, all unnecessary medications should be stopped or doses reduced. These medications can be increased or reintroduced when the patient has improved. Furthermore, it may be prudent to prescribe alternatives to medications with high anticholinergic activity, e.g. use of proton pump inhibitors rather than cimetidine.
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